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Abstract

Branching bisimilarity is a behavioural equivalence relation on labelled transition systems
that takes internal actions into account. It has the traditional advantage that algorithms
for branching bisimilarity are more efficient than all algorithms for other weak behavioural
equivalences, especially weak bisimilarity. Withm the number of transitions and n the number
of states, the classic O(mn) algorithm has recently been replaced by an O(m log n) algorithm,
which is unfortunately rather complex. This paper combines the ideas from Groote et al. [9]
with the ideas from Valmari [19]. This results in a simpler O(m log n) algorithm. Benchmarks
show that this new algorithm is faster and more memory efficient than all its predecessors.

1 Introduction

Branching bisimilarity [8] is an alternative to weak bisimilarity [16]. Both equivalences allow the
reduction of labelled transition systems containing transitions labelled with internal actions, which
are also referred to as silent, hidden or τ -actions.

One of the distinct advantages of branching bisimilarity is that, from the outset, an efficient
algorithm has been available [10]. This algorithm can be used to calculate whether two states in
a labelled transition system are equivalent, and to calculate a quotient transition system. The
algorithm had complexity O(mn) with m the number of transitions and n the number of states.
It is more efficient than classic algorithms for weak bisimilarity, which use transitive closure (for
instance, [15] runs in O

(

n2m logn+mn2.376
)

, where n2.376 is the time for computing the transi-
tive closure), and algorithms for weak simulation (the strong simulation relation can be computed
in O(mn) [12], and for weak simulation first the transitive closure of the transition relation needs
to be computed). The algorithm is also far more efficient than algorithms for trace-based equiva-
lence notions, such as (weak) trace equivalence or weak failure equivalence, as these are generally
PSPACE-complete on finite-state labelled transition systems [15].

Branching bisimilarity is interesting in several other respects. Not only is it a useful notion to
compare the behaviour of labelled transition systems directly, as it exactly respects the branch-
ing structure of behaviour, it also enjoys a number of nice mathematical properties such as the
existence of a canonical quotient with a minimal number of states and transitions modulo branch-
ing bisimilarity (contrary to, for instance, trace-based equivalences). Additionally, as branching
bisimilarity is coarser than virtually any other conceivable behavioural equivalence taking internal
actions into account [7], it is ideal for preprocessing. In order to calculate a desired equivalence,

∗This work is partly done during a visit of the first author at Eindhoven University of Technology, and a visit
of the second author at the Institute of Software, Chinese Academy of Sciences.
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one can first reduce the behaviour modulo branching bisimilarity, before applying a dedicated
algorithm on the often substantially reduced transition system. In the mCRL2 toolset [5] this is
common practice.

In [9, 11] an algorithm to calculate stuttering equivalence on Kripke structures with complexity
O(m logn) was proposed. Stuttering equivalence essentially differs from branching bisimilarity in
the fact that transitions do not have labels and as such all transitions can be viewed as internal.
In these papers it was shown that branching bisimilarity can be calculated by translating labelled
transition systems to Kripke structures, encoding the labels of transitions into labelled states
following [6, 18]. This led to an O(m logn) algorithm for branching bisimilarity.1

Unfortunately, the algorithm in [9, 11] has two disadvantages. First, the translation to Kripke
structures introduces a new state and a new transition per action label and target state of a tran-
sition, and as such increases the memory required to calculate branching bisimilarity substantially,
depending on the structure of the transition system. This made it far less memory efficient than
the classical algorithm of [10], and this was actually perceived as a substantial practical hindrance.
For instance, when reducing systems consisting of tens of millions of states, such as [2], memory
consumption is the bottleneck of the algorithm from [9, 11]. Second, the algorithm in [9, 11] is very
complex. To realise the targeted O(m logn) complexity, several subtle situations that can occur
while running the algorithm were handled using dedicated subalgorithmic steps. To illustrate the
complexity, implementing the algorithm of [9, 11] took approximately half a man-year.

Contributions. We present an algorithm for branching bisimilarity that runs directly on la-
belled transition systems in O(m logn) time and that is simpler than the algorithm of [9, 11].

To achieve this we use an idea from Valmari and Lehtinen [19, 20], which they apply in the
context of strong bisimulation. They observed that the standard Paige-Tarjan algorithm [17],
which has O(m logn) time complexity for strong bisimilarity on Kripke structures, has a slightly
higher time complexity, namely O(m logm), when applied to labelled transition systems. Valmari
[19] solves this in a sophisticated way by introducing a partition of transitions, whose elements he
(and we) calls bunches.

Using this idea we design our more straightforward algorithm for branching bisimilarity on
labelled transition systems. Essentially, this makes the maintenance of action labels particularly
straightforward and allows to simplify stability reassessment in case of new bottom states. It also
leads to a novel main invariant, which we formulate as Invariant 3.2. It allows us to prove the
correctness of the algorithm in a far more straightforward way than before.

To simplify the complexity notations we assume that n ≤ m + 1. This is not a significant
restriction, since it is satisfied by any labelled transition system in which every non-initial state
has an incoming transition. This can easily be achieved by preprocessing the graph to remove
unreachable states. Furthermore, we assume that we can access action labels fast enough to
bucket sort the transitions in time O(m), which is for instance the case if the action labels are
consecutively numbered.

We provide a detailed proof of correctness of the algorithm and show using benchmarks that
this new algorithm outperforms all preceding algorithms both in time and space when the labelled
transition systems become sizeable. This is illustrated with more than 30 example LTSs.

Despite the fact that this new algorithm is more straightforward than the previous O(m log n)
algorithm [9], the implementation of the algorithm into code is still not easy. To guard against
implementation errors, we extensively applied random testing, comparing the output with that of
other algorithms. The algorithms and their source code are freely available for use in the mCRL2
toolset [5].

Historical overview. For those new to the area of algorithms for bisimulation equivalences
on labelled transition systems, it might be useful to review the major concepts that have been
developed in this field throughout the years. Following Kanellakis and Smolka [14], efficient

1 The analysis in [9] claims a complexity of O(m(log |Act |+ logn)). A more careful analysis, however, shows
the actual complexity to be O(m logn), see Appendix A.
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algorithms use partition refinement. The states of the transition system are partitioned into
blocks, such that equivalent states are in the same block. These blocks are refined until non-
equivalent states are in different blocks. The original algorithm [14] calculated strong bisimilarity
and had time complexity O(mn). The main idea is to find a splitter, i.e., a block that shows that
some states are not equivalent, and then move these states to separate blocks.

Subsequently, the seminal article of Paige and Tarjan [17] presented an efficient algorithm for
strong bisimulation minimisation of Kripke structures. Its main data structure consists of two
partitions, a fine one into blocks and a coarse one into (what is called in [9]) constellations of
blocks. The fine partition stores the current knowledge about inequivalence of states, and the
coarse partition stores the current knowledge on which blocks cannot act as splitters. When
the two partitions coincide, no more splitters exist, so the blocks in the fine partition are the
bisimulation equivalence classes. Paige and Tarjan’s algorithm repeatedly splits a constellation
with multiple blocks into two parts and splits the fine partition if the new constellations actually
lead to some splits. Their ingenious data structures ensure Hopcroft’s “Process the smaller half”
principle [13], guaranteeing that the work done requires time proportional to the smaller of the
splitters. This leads to a time complexity in O(m logn) on Kripke structures.

The next key insight was by Valmari, who introduced the idea to use a partition of transitions
into bunches [19] to store the knowledge about non-splitters. This resulted in an O(m logn)
algorithm for strong bisimilarity on labelled transition systems, even though m may be larger
than n2 when there are enough transition labels.

For branching bisimilarity, Groote and Vaandrager [10] presented an algorithm with worst-case
time complexity in O(mn). They established that in order to determine that a block can be split it
is only necessary to look at its bottom states, i.e., states that have no outgoing internal transition
in the same block. In addition to the algorithm of [14] the algorithm of Groote and Vaandrager
[10] had to determine which states can reach certain bottom states via internal transitions in the
block to split that block. They also observed that stability is not preserved under splitting when
new bottom states emerge. Therefore, stability of existing blocks had to be reassessed by the
algorithm.

More than 25 years later, [9, 11] managed to merge the ideas of Paige and Tarjan with those of
Groote and Vaandrager, finding an algorithm for stuttering equivalence that has time complexity
O(m logn) on Kripke structures as well as time complexity O(m logn) on LTSs using a translation
of LTSs to Kripke structures. The first essential difficulty that had to be overcome was that
calculating the reachability of states through internal transitions must be done in time proportional
to the smallest block that is split off, following the “Process the smaller half” principle. This
was done by two coroutines that are executed in parallel to identify those states that can reach
certain bottom states via internal transitions, and simultaneously identify the states from which
those bottom states are not reachable. As soon as the smaller set of states was found, the other
coroutine was terminated. The other essential contribution of [9, 11] is that reassessing stability
of the partition can be done in time proportional to logn times the number of (incoming and
outgoing) transitions of new bottom states. As each state becomes a bottom state at most once,
this fits into the time bound. Dealing with this was done in a rather delicate post-processing
stage that would be executed whenever a new bottom state was found. We present an algorithm
without postprocessing.

Overview of the article. In Section 2 we provide the definition of labelled transition systems
and branching bisimilarity. In Section 3 we provide the core algorithm with high-level data struc-
tures, correctness and complexity. The next section presents the procedure for splitting blocks,
which can be presented as an independent pair of coroutines. Section 5 provides the details of the
algorithm, especially how the high-level data structures can be represented efficiently. Section 6
presents some benchmarks.
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2 Branching bisimilarity

In this section we define labelled transition systems and branching bisimilarity.

Definition 2.1 (Labelled transition system). A labelled transition system (LTS) is a triple A =
(S,Act ,−→) where

1. S is a finite set of states. The number of states is denoted by n.

2. Act is a finite set of actions including the internal action τ .

3. −→ ⊆ S×Act ×S is a transition relation. The number of transitions is necessarily finite and
denoted by m.

It is common to write t
a
−→ t′ for (t, a, t′) ∈ −→. Using a slight abuse of notation we write t

a
−→ t′ ∈ T

instead of (t, a, t′) ∈ T for T ⊆−→. We also write t
a
−→ T for the set of transitions {t

a
−→ t′ | t′ ∈ T },

and likewise T
a
−→ T ′ for the set {t

a
−→ t′ | t ∈ T and t′ ∈ T ′}. We refer to all actions except τ

as the visible actions. The transitions labelled with τ are the invisible or hidden transitions. If
t

a
−→ t′, we say that from t, the state t′, the action a, and the transition t

a
−→ t′ are reachable.

Definition 2.2 (Branching bisimilarity). Let A = (S,Act ,−→) be a labelled transition system. We
call a relation R ⊆ S × S a branching bisimulation relation iff it is symmetric and for all s, t ∈ S
such that s R t and all transitions s

a
−→ s′ we have:

1. a = τ and s′ R t, or

2. there is a sequence t
τ
−→ · · ·

τ
−→ t′

a
−→ t′′ such that s R t′ and s′ R t′′.

Two states s and t are branching bisimilar, denoted by s↔b t, iff there is a branching bisimulation
relation R such that s R t.

Note that branching bisimilarity is an equivalence relation. Given an equivalence relation R,
a transition s

a
−→ t is called inert iff a = τ and s R t. If t

τ
−→ t1

τ
−→ · · ·

τ
−→ tn−1

τ
−→ tn

a
−→ t′ such that

t R ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we say that the state tn, the action a, and the transition tn
a
−→ t′ are inertly

reachable from t.

3 The algorithm

We now present our algorithm to calculate branching bisimilarity at an abstract level and assign
time budgets, i.e., indications of how much time each step is allowed to take. The details of
the implementation, which are essential to fit the time budgets, are given in Section 5. We first
describe the basic data structures and subsequently the algorithm, its correctness and complexity.
The algorithm depends on a block splitting procedure, which is explained in Section 4. In this
and the following sections, we use the labelled transition system A = (S,Act ,−→).

3.1 The essential data types

The algorithm relies heavily on partitioning sets, especially, sets of states and sets of transitions.

Definition 3.1 (Partition). For a set X a partition Π of X is a disjoint cover of X , i.e., Π =
{Bi ⊆ X | Bi 6= ∅, 1 ≤ i ≤ k} such that Bi ∩Bj = ∅ for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k and X =

⋃

1≤i≤k Bi.
A partition Π′ is a refinement of Π iff for every B′ ∈ Π′ there is some B ∈ Π such that B′ ⊆ B.

Note that a partition induces an equivalence relation in the following way: s ≡Π t iff there is some
B ∈ Π containing both s and t.

The algorithm uses two main partitions. Partition Πs is a partition of states in S that is coarser
than branching bisimilarity. We refer to the elements of Πs as blocks, for which we typically use the
letter B. Partition Πt partitions the non-inert transitions of −→, where inertness of τ -transitions
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is interpreted with respect to ≡Πs
. We refer to the elements of Πt as bunches, for which we use

the letter T .
In the algorithm, the partition of blocks Πs records the current knowledge about branching

bisimilarity: two states are in different blocks iff the algorithm has found a proof that they are
not branching bisimilar (see Invariant 3.6). The partition of transitions Πt records the current
knowledge about splitters. For each bunch of transitions, we initially assume that they can pairwise
simulate each other (i.e., they can serve as transitions s

a
−→ s′ and t′

a
−→ t′′ in Definition 2.2),

until proven otherwise. The algorithm maintains the invariant (formalised in Invariant 3.2) that,
whenever a state in a block has a transition in a bunch, then every state in that block can
inertly reach a transition in the same bunch, such that the condition of Definition 2.2 is satisfied.
Whenever this invariant is satisfied for a particular block and bunch, we say that the block is
stable with respect to that bunch.

However, Definition 2.2 comes with some constraints on transition t′
a
−→ t′′: first, it needs

to have the same action label as s
b
−→ s′, and second, s′ and t′′ need to be in the same target

block. If these constraints are violated, it appears that our initial assumption about the bunch
was incorrect, and we try to correct this by splitting the bunch into parts that do satisfy the
constraints. We do this by splitting off an action-block-slice, a subset of transitions in a bunch
with the same action label and the same target block and placing it in a new bunch. The new
bunch is called the primary splitter, the remainder of the bunch from which it was split off is
called the secondary splitter. After such a split, the blocks in Πs need to be split with respect to
both splitters to re-establish the invariant.

From the two partitions Πs and Πt, we infer the following derived sets that are used in the
algorithm. For bunches T ∈ Πt, actions a ∈ Act and blocks B,B′ ∈ Πs, we have:

• The block-bunch-slices, i.e., the transitions in T that start inB: TB−→ = {s
b
−→ s′ ∈ T | s ∈ B}.

• The action-block-slices, i.e., the transitions in T that have label a and end in B′: T a
−→B′ =

{s
a
−→ s′ ∈ T | s′ ∈ B′}.

• A block-bunch-slice intersected with an action-block-slice:
TB

a
−→B′ = TB−→ ∩ T a

−→B′ = {s
a
−→ s′ ∈ T | s ∈ B ∧ s′ ∈ B′}.

• The bottom states of a block, i.e., the states without an outgoing inert transition:
Bottom(B) = {s ∈ B | ¬∃s′ ∈ B.s

τ
−→ s′}.

• The states in a block with a transition in a bunch: B T
−→ = {s | s

a
−→ s′ ∈ TB−→}.

• The blocks splittable by an action-block-slice:
splittableBlocks (T a

−→B′) = {B ∈ Πs | ∅ ⊂ TB
a
−→B′ ⊂ TB−→}.

• The number of action-block-slices contained in a bunch:
#aB′(T ) = |{T a

−→B′ | a ∈ Act , B′ ∈ Πs} \ {∅}|.

• If B,B′ ∈ Πs and B 6= B′, then B
τ
−→ B′ are the non-inert τ -transitions between B and B′.

• The outgoing transitions of a block: B−→ = {s
a
−→ s′ | s ∈ B, a ∈ Act and s′ ∈ S}.

• The incoming transitions of a block: B←− = {s
a
−→ s′ | s ∈ S, a ∈ Act and s′ ∈ B}.

The first two of these sets (block-bunch-slices and action-block-slices) are maintained as aux-
iliary data structures in the algorithm in order to meet the required performance bounds. If the
partitions Πs or Πt are adapted, these derived sets also change. For instance if a block in Πs is
replaced by two other blocks (this happens at Lines 1.17 and 1.25 of Algorithm 1), the correspond-
ing block-bunch-slices and action-block-slices are split as well. For the sake of brevity, we omit
the updating of these derived sets in the high-level description of the algorithm. We describe how
these sets are maintained in Section 5.

When Πt is changed, the invariant needs to be re-established by splitting blocks. To keep
track of the blocks that still need to be split, we partition the block-bunch-slices TB−→ into stable
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and unstable block-bunch-slices. A block-bunch-slice is stable if we have ensured that it is not
a splitter for any block in Πs. Otherwise it is deemed unstable, and it needs to be checked
whether it is stable, or whether some block B must be split. If a block-bunch-slice is unstable,
it is stored in the splitter list, either as a primary or as a secondary splitter. Moreover, if a
block-bunch-slice is unstable, we divide the transitions in this block-bunch-slice in marked and
non-marked transitions. These markings are used to determine which bottom states in a block
have a transition in a particular bunch, and are essential for efficient splitting of blocks. For an
unstable block-bunch-slice TB−→ we write its marked transitions as Marked(TB−→). Note that, even
when a block-bunch-slice TB−→ resides on the splitter list, the block B may be split due to another
splitter. In such a case, the block-bunch-slice is split accordingly, and the splitter list is implicitly
adapted.

3.2 Overview of the algorithm

Before performing the partition refinement, the LTS is preprocessed to contract τ -strongly con-
nected components (SCCs) into a single state without τ -loop. This step is valid since all states
on a τ -SCC are branching bisimilar, and it ensures that all τ -paths in the LTS are finite.

The algorithm itself is a partition refinement algorithm. It iteratively refines the partitions Πs

and Πt. The main objective for the algorithm is to guarantee the following: If for some block B′,
a block B has a transition in B

a
−→ B′ in an action-block-slice T a

−→B′ , then every bottom state in
B has a transition in the same action-block-slice T a

−→B′ . Since there are no infinite τ -paths in the
LTS, every state in B is guaranteed to inertly reach a bottom state, hence every state in B can
inertly reach a transition in T a

−→B′ . Therefore, whenever this objective has been reached, every
block is a branching bisimulation equivalence class.

To achieve this objective, the algorithm maintains the following weaker invariant, which keeps
track of bunches instead of action-block-slices. If a block B has a transition in B

a
−→ B′ to some

block B′ in a bunch T , then every bottom state in B has a transition in T . Observe that, once
every action-block-slice is in its own bunch, and this is reflected in the blocks, the main objective
of the algorithm has been reached.

Hence, the main invariant of our algorithm is the following.

Invariant 3.2 (Bunches). Πs is stable under Πt, i.e., if a bunch T ∈ Πt contains a transition with
its source state in a block B of Πs, then every bottom state in block B has a transition in bunch
T (in fact, in block-bunch-slice TB−→).

Now, if a bunch contains multiple action-block-slices—we call that a non-trivial bunch—, to
get closer to our main objective, we have to refine Πt by splitting off an action-block-slice. At
the same time, to preserve the main invariant, when we split a bunch, we need to reflect this
change in the blocks. Therefore, the blocks that had an inertly reachable transition in the original
bunch are split into subblocks that can either inertly reach the new bunch, the remainder of the
original bunch, or both. This idea is fleshed out in Algorithm 1. We first illustrate one step of the
algorithm using the example in Figure 1.

Example 3.3. We start with a part of a labelled transition system in Figure 1a. We have three
states, s0, s1, and s2, with an inert transition s1

τ
−→ s0, and a number of transitions in the bunch

T . Note that T is non-trivial: it contains two action-block-slices, T a
−→B′ and T b

−→B′′ .
To get closer to the situation where every bunch consists of exactly one action-block slice, the

algorithm splits off a small action-block-slice from bunch T , and puts it into its own bunch T ′.
This situation is shown in Figure 1b.

To ensure that the invariant is maintained, we now need to split block B with respect to T ′

and T . We first split with respect to T ′. This splits block B into two blocks: R, which contains
the states that can inertly reach a transition in T ′, and U , containing those states from which T ′

is unreachable inertly. This puts s0 and s1 in R, and s2 in U . This is shown in Figure 1c.
Block U is stable with respect to T since, according to the invariant that holds before splitting

the bunch, all states that cannot inertly reach T ′ must be able to inertly reach T . Block R,

6



B

B′ B′′

T

s0 s1 s2

a

τ

b b

(a) Part of a labelled transition system with three
states, s0, s1, s2, divided into three blocks B, B′

and B′′, and a single non-trivial bunch T .

B

B′ B′′

TT ′

s0 s1 s2

a

τ

b b

(b) Situation after moving a small action-block-
slice T a

−→B′ to its own bunch T ′.

R U

B′ B′′

TT ′

s0 s1 s2

a

τ

b b

(c) Situation after splitting B with respect to T ′.

U ′ R′ U

B′ B′′

TT ′

Tτ

s0 s1 s2

a

τ

b b

(d) Situation after splitting R with respect to T .

Figure 1: One step in the branching bisimulation algorithm

however, is not yet stable with respect to T . Therefore, R must be split into the set of states from
which a transition in T is unreachable, denoted U ′, and from which a transition in T is reachable,
denoted R′. This is shown in Figure 1d.

Note that in this last split, the τ -transition becomes non-inert, and a new bunch Tτ containing
this transition is introduced. The algorithm needs to stabilise with respect to this new bunch, and
it needs to ensure that R′, the block containing a new bottom state, is stabilised with respect to
all other bunches it can inertly reach. In this particular example, R′ happens to be stable with
respect to all bunches, so in this case, the required stabilisation has no effect.

3.3 In-depth description of the algorithm

The pseudocode of the algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. The algorithm works as follows,
where we start with the initialisation. First, at Line 1.1, all τ -SCCs are contracted into a single
state each (without τ -loop). All states in a τ -SCC are branching bisimilar (as they can all reach
the same states, possibly after a few inert transitions). This preprocessing ensures that there are
no τ -cycles in the LTS (Invariant 3.7 below) and from every non-bottom state a bottom state can
be reached via inert transitions (Lemma 3.8 below).

Second, at Lines 1.2–1.5, we create the initial partitions Πs and Πt as follows. LetBvis be the set
of states from which a visible transition is inertly reachable, and let Binvis be the other states (i.e.,
the states from which only a deadlock state can be inertly reached). Then Πs = {Bvis, Binvis}\{∅}.
Initially, Πt contains one bunch consisting of all non-inert transitions. All the block-bunch-slices
induced by Πs and Πt are initially stable, i.e., for all block-bunch-slices TB−→, every bottom state
of B, which must be Bvis, has a transition in TB−→ (this is Invariant 3.2 above).

If there are non-trivial bunches, these bunches need to be split such that they ultimately
become trivial. The outer loop of the algorithm (Lines 1.6–1.31) takes a non-trivial bunch T from
Πt, and from this it moves a small (containing at most half the number of transitions in the
bunch) action-block-slice T a

−→B′ into its own bunch in Πt (Line 1.8). Hence, bunch T is reduced
to T \ T a

−→B′ .
The two new bunches T a

−→B′ and T \ T a
−→B′ can cause instability, violating Invariant 3.2. This

means there can be blocks with transitions in one new bunch, but not all bottom states have
transitions in that bunch because some bottom states only have transitions in the other new bunch.
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Algorithm 1 Abstract algorithm for branching bisimulation partitioning

1.1: Find τ -SCCs and contract each of them to a single state

O(m)
1.2: Bvis := {s ∈ S | ∃s0, . . . , sn, s

′ ∈ S, a ∈ Act \ {τ}.s = s0
τ
−→ · · ·

τ
−→ sn

a
−→ s′}

1.3: Binvis := S \ Bvis

1.4: Πs := {Bvis, Binvis} \ {∅}
1.5: Πt := {{s

a
−→ s′ | a ∈ Act \ {τ}, s, s′ ∈ S} ∪Bvis

τ
−→ Binvis}

1.6: while a T ∈ Πt exists with #aB′(T ) > 1 do

1.7: Select some a ∈ Act and B′ ∈ Πs such that |T a
−→B′ | ≤ 1

2
|T |

≤ m iterations

1.8: Πt := (Πt \ {T}) ∪ {T a
−→B′ , T \ T a

−→B′}

O(|T a
−→B′ |)

1.9: for all B ∈ splittableBlocks(T a
−→B′) do

1.10: Add first TB
a
−→B′ and then TB−→ \TB

a
−→B′ to the splitter list. Label

TB
a
−→B′ primary and TB−→ \ TB

a
−→B′ secondary

1.11: Mark all transitions in TB
a
−→B′

1.12: For every state with both marked outgoing transitions and an out-
going transition in TB−→ \ TB

a
−→B′ , mark one such transition

1.13: end for

1.14: for all T ′B−→ in the splitter list (in order) do
1.15: 〈R,U〉 := split(B, T ′

B−→
) // R ⊇ B T

′
−−→ can reach T ′

B−→
and

// U = B \R cannot reach it
1.16: Remove T ′B−→ = T ′R−→ from the splitter list

≤ |T a
−→B′ | iterations

1.17: Πs := (Πs \ {B}) ∪ ({R,U} \ {∅}) O(|Marked(T ′B−→)|+
|U−→|+ |U←−|+
|Bottom(N)−→|)

or O(|R−→|+ |R←−|)

1.18: if T ′
B−→

is primary (note: T ′
B−→

= TB
a
−→B′) then

1.19: Remove TU−→ \ TU
a
−→B′ from the splitter list

1.20: end if

1.21: if R
τ
−→ U 6= ∅ then

1.22: Create a new bunch containing exactly R
τ
−→U , add R

τ
−→U =

(R
τ
−→ U)R−→ to the splitter list, and mark all its transitions

1.23: 〈N,R′〉 := split(R,R
τ
−→ U) // N ⊇ R R

τ
−→U

−−−−−→ contains
// the new bottom states

1.24: Remove R
τ
−→ U = (R

τ
−→ U)N−→ from the splitter list

O(|R
τ
−→ U |+

|R′
−→
|+ |R′

←−
|+

|Bottom(N)−→|)
or O(|N−→|+ |N←−|)

1.25: Πs := (Πs \ {R}) ∪ ({N,R′} \ {∅})
1.26: Add N

τ
−→ R′ to the bunch containing R

τ
−→ U

1.27: Add all TN−→ to the splitter list and label them secondary O(|Bottom∗(N)−→|)
1.28: For each bottom state, mark one of its outgoing transitions

in every TN−→ where it has one
O(|Bottom(N)−→|)

1.29: end if

1.30: end for

1.31: end while

For such blocks, stability needs to be restored by splitting them. The set splittableBlocks (T a
−→B′)

contains all blocks that have transitions in both new bunches T a
−→B′ and T \ T a

−→B′ ; these blocks
must be investigated. All other blocks are stable with respect to the new bunches.

Earlier algorithms would now investigate all blocks to re-establish stability. Instead, we inves-
tigate all block-bunch-slices in the smaller of the two new bunches. All blocks that do not have
transitions in these block-bunch-slices are stable with respect to both bunches. The first inner loop
(Lines 1.9–1.13) serves to insert all these block-bunch-slices into the splitter list. Block-bunch-
slices of the shape TB

a
−→B′ in the splitter list are labelled primary, and all other block-bunch-slices

in this list are labelled secondary.
In the first loop (Lines 1.9–1.13) some transitions are marked. The function of this marking

is similar to that of the counters in [17]: it serves to determine quickly whether a bottom state
has a transition in a secondary splitter TB−→ \TB

a
−→B′ (or slices that are the result of splitting this

slice). Invariant 3.11 below indicates that a bottom state has transitions in some splitter block-
bunch-slice if and only if it has marked transitions in this slice. The marked transitions are stored
separately in a block-bunch-slice and therefore can be visited without spending time on unmarked
transitions of the block. This is essential to obtain the time complexity of the algorithm, as we are
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allowed to perform one unit of work per transition in T a
−→B′ (the smaller of the two new bunches),

and since |Marked(TB−→ \ TB
a
−→B′)| ≤ |TB

a
−→B′ |, we do not mark too many transitions.

In the second loop (Lines 1.14–1.30), one splitter T ′B−→ from the splitter list is taken at a time
and its source block is split into R (the part that can inertly reach some transition in T ′B−→) and U
(the part that cannot inertly reach T ′B−→) to re-establish stability. Formally, the routine split(B, T )
delivers the pair 〈R,U〉 defined by:

R = {s ∈ B | s
τ
−→ s1

τ
−→ · · ·

τ
−→ sn

a
−→ s′ where {s1, . . . , sn} ⊆ B and sn

a
−→ s′ ∈ T },

U = B \R.
(1)

We will detail its algorithm and argue for its correctness in Section 4.
If T ′B−→ was a primary splitter of the form TB

a
−→B′ added to the splitter list at Line 1.10, then

we know that U must be stable under TU−→ \ TU
a
−→B′ , as every bottom state in B has a transition

in the former block-bunch-slice TB−→, and as the states in U have no transition in TB
a
−→B′ , every

bottom state in U must have a transition in TB−→ \ TB
a
−→B′ . Therefore, at Line 1.19, block-bunch-

slice TU−→ \ TU
a
−→B′ can be removed from the splitter list without investigating it. This is crucial

for the complexity, and essentially it is the translation of the three-way split from [17].
Some invisible transitions may have become non-inert, namely the τ -transitions that go from

R to U . There cannot be τ -transitions from U to R as otherwise, from the source state of such
a transition, T ′B−→ could be inertly reached, so it should have been added to R instead of U . The
new non-inert transitions were not yet part of a bunch in Πt. So, a new bunch R

τ
−→ U is formed

containing these transitions. All transitions in this new bunch leave block R and therefore R is
the only block that may not be stable under this new bunch. To re-establish stability we split R
into blocks 〈N,R′〉 (Line 1.23). Observe that there can be transitions N

τ
−→ R′ that also become

non-inert, and we add those to the new bunch R
τ
−→ U .

In N , i.e., the set of states that can inertly reach some transition in R
τ
−→ U , some states

are new bottom states, while R′ contains all original bottom states of R. In accordance with the
observations in [10] blocks containing new bottom states can become unstable under any block-
bunch-slice. Therefore, stability under all those block-bunch-slices must be re-established and
therefore all the block-bunch-slices leaving block N are put on the splitter list. We mark one of
the transitions in every new bottom state such that we can find the bottom states with a transition
in TN−→ in time proportional to the number of such new bottom states.

This algorithm is repeated until all action-block-slices coincide with the bunches. In the next
section we prove that the resulting partition Πs exactly coincides with branching bisimilarity.

We illustrate the algorithm in the following example. Note that the example also illustrates
some of the details of the split subroutine, which is discussed in detail in Section 4.

Example 3.4. Consider the situation in Figure 2a. Observe that block B is stable w.r.t. the
bunches T and T ′. We have split off a small bunch T a

−→B′ from T , and as a consequence, B
needs to be restabilised. The bunches put on the splitter list initially are T a

−→B′ and T \ T a
−→B′ .

When putting these bunches on the splitter list, all transitions in TB
a
−→B′ are marked, see the m’s

in Figure 2b. Also, for states that have transitions both in T a
−→B′ and in T \ T a

−→B′ , one such
transition in the latter bunch is marked, see the m’s in Figure 2b.

We now first split B w.r.t. the primary splitter T a
−→B′ into R, the states that can inertly reach

T a
−→B′ , and U , the states that cannot. In Figure 2b, the states known to be destined for R are

indicated , the states known to be destined for U are indicated . Initially, all states with a
marked outgoing transition are destined for R, the remaining bottom state of B is destined for U .
The split subroutine proceeds to extend sets R and U in a backwards fashion using two coroutines,
marking a state destined for R if one of its successors is already in R, and marking a state destined
for U if all its successors are in U . In this case, the state in U does not have any incoming inert
transitions, so its coroutine immediately terminates and all other states belong to R. Block B is
split into R and U . The resulting block U is stable w.r.t. both T a

−→B′ and T \T a
−→B′ . The resulting

sets R and U are shown in Figure 2c.
We still need to split R w.r.t. T \ T a

−→B′ , into R1 and U1, say. For this, we use the marked
transitions in T \T a

−→B′ as a starting point to compute all bottom states that can reach a transition
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in T \ T a
−→B′ . This guarantees that the time we use is proportional to the size of T a

−→B′ . Initially,
there is one state destined for R1, marked in Figure 2c, and one state destined for U1, marked
in the same figure. We now perform both coroutines in split simultaneously. Figure 2d shows the
situation after both coroutines have considered one transition: The U1-coroutine (the coroutine
that calculates the states that cannot inertly reach a transition in T \ T a

−→B′) has initialised the
counter untested of one state to 2 on Line 2.10 of Algorithm 2 because two of its outgoing inert
transitions have not yet been considered. The R1-coroutine (the coroutine that calculates the
states that can inertly reach a transition in T \T a

−→B′) has checked the unmarked transition in the
splitter TR−→ \ TR

a
−→B′ . As the latter coroutine has finished visiting unmarked transitions in the

splitter, the U1-coroutine will no longer need to run the slow test loop at Lines 2.14–2.18 of the
left-most column of Algorithm 2. In Figure 2e the situation is shown after two more steps in the
coroutines. Each has visited two extra transitions. There are two extra states destined for R1,
marked , and there is one state destined for U1 with 0 remaining inert transitions, for which we
know immediately that it has no transition in T \T a

−→B′ , this is marked . Now, the R1-coroutine
is terminated, since it contains more that 1

2 |R| states, and the remaining incoming transitions of
states in U1 are visited. This will not further extend U1 since all states are already either destined
for R1 or for U1.

The result of splitting is shown in Figure 2f. Note that some inert transitions become non-inert,
so a new bunch with the transitions R1

τ
−→ U1 is created, and all those transitions are marked m.

We next have to split R1 with respect to this new bunch into the set of states N1 that can
inertly reach a transition in the new bunch, and the set R′1 that cannot inertly reach this bunch.
In this case, all states in R1 have a marked outgoing transition, hence N1 = R1, and R′1 = ∅. The
coroutine that calculates the set of states that cannot inertly reach a transition in the bunch will
immediately terminate because there are no transitions to be considered.

Observe that R1 (= N1) has a new bottom state. This means that stability of R1 with respect
to any bunch is not guaranteed any more, and this stability needs to be re-established. We therefore
consider all bunches in which R1 has an outgoing transition. We add TR1

a
−→B′ , TR1−→ \ TR1

a
−→B′

and T ′R1−→
to the splitter list as secondary splitters, and mark one of the outgoing transitions from

each bottom state in each of those bunches using m. This situation is shown in Figure 2g.
In this case, R1 is stable w.r.t. TR1

a
−→B′ and TR1−→ \ TR1

a
−→B′ , i.e., all states in R1 can inertly

reach a transition in both bunches. In both cases this is observed immediately after initialisation
in split, since the set of states that cannot inertly reach a transition in these bunches is initially
empty, and the corresponding coroutine terminates immediately.

Therefore, consider splitting R1 with respect to T ′R1−→
. This leads to R2, the set of states that

can inertly reach a transition in T ′, and U2, the set of states that cannot inertly reach a transition
in T ′. Note there are no marked transitions in T ′R1−→

, so initially all bottom states of R1 are
destined for U2 (marked in Figure 2h), and there are no states destined for R2. Then we start
splitting R1. In the R2-coroutine, we first add the states with an unmarked transition in T ′R1−→

to R2 at Line 2.5r (i.e., in the right column of Algorithm 2) and then all predecessors of the new
bottom state need to be considered. When split terminates, there will be no additional states in
U2, and the remaining states end up in R2.

The situation after splitting R1 into R2 and U2 is shown in Figure 2i. One of the inert
transitions becomes non-inert, this is marked m. Furthermore, R2 contains a new bottom state.
This is the state in R2 with a transition to T ′, and it is marked nb. Note that, as each block
necessarily has a bottom state (see Lemma 3.8), a non-bottom state had to become a bottom state
in this case.

We need to continue stabilising R2 w.r.t. the bunch R2
τ
−→ U2, which does not lead to a new

split, and we need to restabilise R2 w.r.t. all bunches in which it has an outgoing transition.
This also does not lead to new splits, so the situation in Figure 2i after removing the marking of
transitions in R2

τ
−→ U2 is the final result of splitting.
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Figure 2: Illustration of splitting of a small block from T and stabilising block B with respect to
the new bunches T a

−→B′ and T \ T a
−→B′ , as explained in Example 3.4.
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3.4 Correctness

The validity of the algorithm follows from a number of major invariants.
The main invariant is Invariant 3.2, which was stated before. The following invariant indicates

that two non-inert transitions starting in the same block, having the same label and ending in the
same block, will always reside in the same bunch.

Invariant 3.5 (Bunches are not unnecessarily split). For any pair of non-inert transitions s
a
−→ s′

and t
a
−→ t′, if s, t ∈ B and s′, t′ ∈ B′ then s

a
−→ s′ ∈ T and t

a
−→ t′ ∈ T for some bunch T ∈ Πt.

Proof. Initially, Πt contains one bunch with all non-inert transitions. Therefore, the invariant is
valid.

There are two places in the algorithm where validity of this invariant can be jeopardised. At
Line 1.8 Πt is refined, and at Lines 1.22 and 1.26 a new bunch is created and extended.

We first look at Line 1.8. We replace bunch T with the two bunches T a
−→B′ and T \ T a

−→B′ . As
all the transitions in T a

−→B′ have label a and go to block B′, the invariant is maintained for T a
−→B′ .

All transitions in T \ T a
−→B′ have a label different from a or go to a different block than B′, so the

invariant is maintained for these transitions as well.
At Lines 1.22 and 1.26 all new non-inert transitions are put in a new bunch. As these are the

only τ -transitions between blocks R and U , the invariant remains valid under the creation of this
bunch.

The following invariant says that states that are branching bisimilar will never end up in
separate blocks.

Invariant 3.6 (Preservation of branching bisimilarity). For all states s, t ∈ S, if s↔b t, then there
is some block B ∈ Πs such that s, t ∈ B.

Proof. Initially, this invariant is valid. We prove this by contraposition. Consider two states s, t in
different blocks. Then s ∈ Bvis and t ∈ Binvis, or vice versa. But then s and t cannot be branching
bisimilar, because from s a visible action is inertly reachable, whereas that is not the case from t
(or vice versa).

The preservation of this invariant can be seen as follows. There are two places where blocks in
Πs are split, namely at Lines 1.17 and 1.25. We first concentrate on the splitting at Line 1.17. In
this case a block B is split into R and U where 〈R,U〉 is the result of an invocation of split(B, T ′B−→).
Assume that the invariant would be invalidated. This means that there are states s ∈ R and t ∈ U
with s↔b t. As s ∈ R, by Equation (1) on page 9 we know that s

τ
−→ s1

τ
−→ · · ·

τ
−→ sn

a
−→ s′ with

{s1, . . . , sn} ⊆ B, sn
a
−→ s′ ∈ T ′B−→ and s′ ∈ B′. As sn

a
−→ s′ is non-inert and s ↔b t, we must

have t
τ
−→ t1

τ
−→ · · ·

τ
−→ tm

a
−→ t′, tj ∈ B for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m and t′ ∈ B′. Hence, by Invariant 3.5,

tm
a
−→ t′ ∈ T ′ where T ′ is the bunch such that T ′B−→ ⊆ T ′. But as T ′B−→ is a block-bunch-slice,

tm
a
−→ t′ ∈ T ′B−→. Hence, by (1) on page 9 it follows that t ∈ R, contradicting the assumption that

the invariant could be invalidated.
At Line 1.25 splitting takes place with regard to a splitter R

τ
−→ U . As this is a bunch satisfying

Invariant 3.5, the reasoning is completely analogous to the previous case.

The following invariant says that there are no τ -loops in any block. Actually, a stronger
property holds, namely that there are no τ -loops at all, after they have been removed during the
initialisation of the algorithm.

Invariant 3.7 (No inert loops). There is no inert loop in a block, i.e., for every sequence s1
τ
−→

s2
τ
−→ · · ·

τ
−→ sn with si ∈ B ∈ Πs it holds that si 6= sj for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n.

Proof. Initially, this invariant holds because every strongly connected component consisting of
states connected via τ -transitions is contracted and merged into a single state. The only operation
that influences this invariant is splitting a block (Lines 1.17 and 1.25). Splitting blocks cannot
introduce new loops.
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As a consequence of the previous invariant, every block has at least one bottom state, and
from every state in a block a bottom state can be inertly reached.

Lemma 3.8. Invariant 3.7 implies that for all partitions Πs of S, and all blocks B in Πs, we have

1. Bottom(B) 6= ∅.

2. For every state s ∈ B, there is a path of inert transitions leading to a bottom state in B.

Proof. Let Πs be an arbitrary partition of S, and B ∈ Πs be a block in S such that B 6= ∅.

1. Towards a contradiction, assume that Bottom(B) = ∅. Then every state s in B has an
outgoing transition s

τ
−→ s′ for some s′ ∈ B. Since B is finite, there must be a τ -cycle in B.

This contradicts Invariant 3.7.

2. Let s ∈ B be arbitrary, and assume that s does not have a path of inert transitions leading
to a bottom state in B. Then, there must, again, be a τ -cycle in B, which contradicts
Invariant 3.7.

Invariant 3.9 is a technical invariant required to prove the main Invariant 3.2. Invariant 3.9
holds for the second inner for loop, and says that Invariant 3.2 holds, except for the block-bunch-
slices on the splitter list, for which the invariant has to be re-established by splitting blocks.

Invariant 3.9 (Inner loop at Lines 1.14–1.30). If a non-empty block-bunch-slice TB−→ is not in
the splitter list, then every bottom state in its source block B has a transition in TB−→.

Proof. First it is shown that the invariant holds when arriving at the second for loop at Line 1.14.
Consider a non-empty block-bunch-slice T̂B̂−→ that is not in the splitter list. If T̂B̂−→ is not a subset
of T at Line 1.6, it follows from Invariant 3.2 that all t ∈ Bottom(B̂) have a transition in T̂ , so
the invariant holds.

Now assume T̂B̂−→ is a subset of T . Note that T̂ = T . Then one of the following cases apply:

• T̂B̂−→ = TB̂
a
−→B′ ⊆ T a

−→B′ . As TB̂
a
−→B′ is not empty, there is a transition s

a
−→ s′ ∈ TB̂

a
−→B′ ⊆ T .

Towards a contradiction, suppose there is some state t ∈ Bottom(B̂) that does not have an
outgoing transition in T a

−→B′ . Then, t must have a transition in T \ T a
−→B′ by Invariant 3.2,

thus B̂ ∈ splittableBlocks (T a
−→B′) and hence TB̂

a
−→B′ is on the splitter list. This contradicts

the assumption that T̂B̂−→ is not on the splitter list.

• T̂B̂−→ = TB̂−→ ⊆ T \ T a
−→B′ . It cannot happen that B̂ ∈ splittableBlocks(T a

−→B′), since then
TB̂−→ is on the splitter list. Therefore, B̂ 6∈ splittableBlocks(T a

−→B′). Since TB̂−→ 6= ∅, we have
TB̂−→ = T , and it immediately follows from Invariant 3.2 that all t ∈ Bottom(B̂) have a
transition in TB̂−→.

We now show that the loop starting at Line 1.14 maintains this invariant. Concretely, we
consider some block-bunch-slice T̂B̂−→ that is not empty and does not occur in the splitter list at
Line 1.30. We make a case distinction on the block B̂.

• Let us first assume that B̂ is not the result of splitting a block at Lines 1.17 or 1.25. So,
B̂ ∩B = ∅. This means that T̂B̂−→ was not split during the last iteration of the for loop, and
it is not a subset of the bunch with new non-inert transitions created at Lines 1.22 and 1.26.
Hence, the invariant remains valid for T̂B̂−→ during this last iteration.

• Assume B̂ is a subset of R and the condition at Line 1.21 is not valid, i.e., R
τ
−→ U = ∅. This

means B̂ is not split further at Line 1.25, i.e., B̂ = R. We treat the cases where T̂R−→ is or
is not a subset of T ′B−→ separately.

– If T̂R−→ ⊆ T ′B−→ then we see that due to the splitting at Line 1.17 all states in R can reach

a transition in T ′B−→ = T ′R−→. In particular, all bottom states of B̂ have a transition in

T ′B−→ and this is also the case for T̂R−→ by construction. Hence, the invariant is valid for

T̂R−→.
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– T̂R−→∩T ′B−→ = ∅. In this case, T̂R−→ is the result of splitting a block-bunch-slice T̂B−→ that

was not on the splitter list, as splitting T̂B−→ results in keeping the splitted block-bunch-
slices on this list in case the original was already there. This means that all bottom
states in B have transitions in T̂B−→ by Invariant 3.2, and by construction, those bottom
states in R have transitions in T̂R−→. As R

τ
−→ U = ∅, there are no additional bottom

states in Bottom(R) \ Bottom(B) and the invariant is established for T̂R−→.

• Assume B̂ is a subset of R and the condition at Line 1.21 is valid. This means that B̂ is
either equal to N or R′.

– Assume B̂ equals N . This means that T̂B̂−→ has the shape TN−→ (Line 1.27) and is
added to the splitter list, contradicting our assumption that T̂B̂−→ is not on the splitter
list at Line 1.30.

– Assume B̂ is equal to R′. In this case the block-bunch-slice T̂R′−→ cannot be a subset of
the new bunch created at Lines 1.22 and 1.26 as there are no transitions in (R

τ
−→ U)∪

(N
τ
−→ R′) from R′.

If the original block-bunch-slice T̂B−→ that existed at the beginning of the second for
loop satisfying T̂R′−→ ⊆ T̂B−→ was in the splitter list, then also T̂R′−→ would be on the
list. Contradiction.

Therefore, T̂B−→ was not in the splitter list. As T̂B−→ was not empty, all bottom states
in B would have transitions in T̂B−→. As all new bottom states are moved to N , all
bottom states in R′ are also bottom states in B, and it follows that all bottom states
in R′ have transitions in T̂R′−→. Hence, the invariant holds.

• Here we consider the situation where B̂ = U . There are three cases to consider.

– If T̂U−→ = T ′U−→, we see that T ′U−→ is empty, because it contains all transitions in T ′B−→
reachable from states in U , from which, by construction, transitions in T̂B−→ cannot be
reached. As T ′U−→ is empty, the invariant holds trivially.

– Suppose T̂U−→ = TU−→ \ TU
a
−→B′ and T ′B−→ = TB

a
−→B′ is primary. We know that B is

stable w.r.t. TB−→ by Invariant 3.2. That means that every bottom state of B has a
transition in TB−→. Bottom states in U have no transitions in T a

−→B′ . Hence, they all
have transitions in T \ T a

−→B′ . If we restrict this set of transitions to those starting in
U , we see that all bottom states in U also have a transition in TU−→ \ TU

a
−→B′ and the

invariant holds.

– In this last case we investigate the remaining situations. So either T̂U−→ 6= T ′U−→, or

T̂U−→ 6= TU−→ \ TU
a
−→B′ or T ′B−→ is not primary.

If the original block-bunch-slice T̂B−→ that existed at the beginning of the second for
loop satisfying T̂U−→ ⊆ T̂B−→ was in the splitter list, then also T̂U−→ would be on the list.
Contradiction.

Therefore, T̂B−→ was not in the splitter list. As T̂U−→ is not empty, T̂B−→ is also not
empty and so, all bottom states in B have a transition in T̂B−→. All bottom states of U
are bottom states from B. (Otherwise there must have been a transition s

τ
−→ s′ from a

state s ∈ U to a state s′ ∈ R; but then s would be part of R.) Hence, all bottom states
in U have a transition in T̂U−→, showing that the invariant holds.

Invariant 3.2 is the main invariant of the algorithm. It is valid at Line 1.6. It is an adaptation
to branching bisimulation of a similar invariant in [19]. It says that the partition is always stable
w.r.t. the bunches. Stability refers to the presence of a transition in a bunch, and hence does not
relate to actions or target blocks. We finally prove its invariance. The proof relies on Invariant 3.9.

Proof of Invariant 3.2. We show that Πs is stable under Πt, i.e., if a bunch T ∈ Πt contains a
transition with its source state in a block B of Πs, then every bottom state in block B has a
transition in bunch T (in fact, in block-bunch-slice TB−→).
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Initially, this invariant is valid: The initial blocks in Πs are Bvis and Binvis. Furthermore, there
is only one bunch. From the states in Binvis no visible transition is reachable, and this means that
all transitions from states in Binvis are inert. Therefore, they do not occur in the initial bunch and
Invariant 3.2 holds trivially. Each bottom state in Bvis has an outgoing visible transition, which
must occur in the initial bunch. This also makes the invariant valid in a trivial way, albeit for a
different reason.

The invariant is invalidated when Πt is split at Line 1.8. At the end of the second for loop
(Line 1.30), emptiness of the splitter list and Invariant 3.9 imply that all block-bunch-slices are
stable. This implies the invariant as follows. Consider a bunch T ∈ Πt. Assume there is a
transition s

a
−→ s′ ∈ T with s ∈ B. The transition s

a
−→ s′ occurs in the block-bunch-slice TB−→.

As TB−→ is stable, it holds that every state t ∈ Bottom(B) has an outgoing transition in TB−→ and
therefore the invariant holds at Line 1.30.

The invariants given above allow us to prove that the algorithm works correctly. When the
algorithm terminates (and this always happens, see Section 3.5), branching bisimilar states are
perfectly grouped in blocks.

Theorem 3.10. From the Invariants 3.6, 3.7 and 3.2, after the algorithm terminates, it holds
that ≡Πs

=↔b.

Proof. By Invariant 3.6 it follows that↔b ⊆ ≡Πs
. Hence, we only need to show that ≡Πs

⊆↔b.
We do this by showing that ≡Πs

is a branching bisimulation relation.
Consider states s, t ∈ S such that s, t ∈ B for some block B ∈ Πs. Assume s

a
−→ s′.

• If a = τ and s′ ∈ B, i.e., the transition is inert, then s′ ≡Πs
t and we have fulfilled the proof

obligation for branching bisimulation in this case.

• If the transition s
a
−→ s′ is not inert, it is part of some bunch T ∈ Πt. By Invariant 3.7 and

Lemma 3.8 there is a path of inert transitions t
τ
−→ · · ·

τ
−→ t′ with t′ ∈ Bottom(B), and by

Invariant 3.2 there is a transition t′
b
−→ t′′ ∈ T . As the algorithm terminated, the condition

at Line 1.6 is false, which means that #aB′(T ) = 1. In other words, T is equal to some
action-block-slice. This must be T a

−→B′ , as s
a
−→ s′ ∈ T (where s′ ∈ B′). Hence, b = a and

t′′ ∈ B′, and the proof obligation for branching bisimulation has been fullfilled.

Concluding, ≡Πs
is a branching bisimulation, and therefore ≡Πs

=↔b.

We provide the following invariant as a precondition for splitting blocks in Section 4. It says
that whenever split(B̂, T̂B̂−→) is called, the bottom states in block B̂ with transitions in bunch T̂
can be found by only looking at the marked transitions. Checking whether a state has a marked
outgoing transition can be done in constant time, which is essential for the algorithm.

Invariant 3.11 (Marked transitions). Whenever split(B̂, T̂B̂−→) is called, it holds that

Bottom(B̂) T̂
B̂−→
−−−−→

= Bottom(B̂) Marked(T̂
B̂−→)

−−−−−−−−−→
.

Proof. Whenever split(B̂, T̂B̂−→) is called, the block-bunch-slice T̂B̂−→ is in the splitter list. There
are four cases when a block-bunch-slice is inserted into the splitter list:

• T̂B̂−→ = TB̂
a
−→B′ is a primary splitter of B̂. Then, all transitions in TB̂

a
−→B′ are marked at

Line 1.11, so the invariant obviously holds.

• T̂B̂−→ is a secondary splitter of B̂ that has been added at Line 1.10. Note that for every
block, we first split under its primary splitter TB̂

a
−→B′ and then apply what remains of the

secondary splitter only to R (or only to R′ in case R
τ
−→ U is not empty, but for brevity, we

only mention R below). So, the call is split(R, TR−→ \ TR
a
−→B′). As every bottom state of R

has a transition in TB̂−→, Line 1.12 ensures that every bottom state in R which already was a
bottom state in B̂ and which has a transition in TR−→ \TR

a
−→B′ , also has a marked transition

in it. So, the invariant holds.
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• T̂B̂−→ = R
τ
−→ U at Line 1.23. All transitions of R

τ
−→ U are marked at Line 1.22, so the

invariant holds.

• T̂B̂−→ = T̂N−→ is a splitter of N added at Line 1.27. In that case, Line 1.28 ensures that every
bottom state with a transition in T̂N−→ has a marked transition in it. Hence, also in this last
case, the invariant holds.

Additionally, it can happen that a splitter itself is split. Then, the two new subslices keep their
markings. If new bottom states result from the split, they are handled in a similar way to the last
case above: in all relevant slices, each new bottom state with an outgoing transition in that slice
also has a marked outgoing transition in that slice.

3.5 Complexity

We show that the algorithm runs in time O(m logn), using the time budgets printed in grey at
the right-hand side of the pseudocode, which indicate how much time each piece of code is allowed
to spend. In Section 5 it is explained how the data structures meet these time budgets.

The initialisation (Lines 1.1–1.6) can be performed in O(m) time, where for the calculation of
the sets of states, the assumption that n ≤ m+ 1 is used. The calculation of the time complexity
of the while loop is split into three separate parts. The first part regards splitting bunches,
putting block-bunch-slices on the splitter list and marking transitions, which is attributed to the
transitions in a new small bunch. The second part deals with splitting blocks, which is attributed
to the transitions of the smaller subblock. The third part handles the calculations that are required
when states become new bottom states.

When splitting bunches, we apply the “Process the smaller half” principle to new bunches.
Every transition is an element of a new bunch T a

−→B′ at Line 1.10 at most ⌊log2 n
2⌋ + 1 times,

because the first time T a
−→B′ is investigated, it has at most n2 elements, and every subsequent

time a new bunch containing the same transition is investigated, it has at most half the size of
the previous bunch. Whenever a transition is an element of a new bunch T a

−→B′ , it is processed
in constant time. This is indicated with the time budget O(|T a

−→B′ |) for Lines 1.7–1.14. Also,
processing block-bunch-slices of the form TB

a
−→B′ and TB−→ \ TB

a
−→B′ (as added to the splitter list

at Line 1.10) requires time in O
(
∣

∣Marked(T ′B−→)
∣

∣

)

at Lines 1.15–1.22, corresponding to at most the
number of transitions in TB

a
−→B′ . Summing over all transitions gives runtime O(m logn) attributed

to new bunches.
In the next section we explain in detail how long split can take. In short, its runtime depends

on the smaller of the two resulting subblocks—so we apply “Process the smaller half” to that
block. Every state can be part of such a smaller subblock at most ⌊log2 n⌋ times, because the
first time it is part of a subblock of at most n/2 states, and at every subsequent time the same
state becomes part of another smaller subblock, the latter has at most half the size of the previous
subblock. Whenever a state is in the smaller subblock of split, we are allowed to attribute time
proportional to the number of incoming and outgoing transitions of that state. More precisely,
provided each source state of T is in B, the complexity of calculating split(B, T ) is the follow-
ing. If |R| ≤ |U |, then the time spent is O(|R−→|+ |R←−|), and if |U | ≤ |R|, the time spent is
O(|Marked(T )|+ |U−→|+ |U←−|+ |(Bottom(R) \ Bottom(B))−→|).

In Algorithm 1 this is indicated with the time budget “O(|U−→|+ |U←−|) or O(|R−→|+ |R←−|)”
for Lines 1.15–1.22 and with “O

(
∣

∣R′−→
∣

∣+
∣

∣R′←−
∣

∣

)

or O(|N−→|+ |N←−|)” for Lines 1.23–1.26. Also, as
R

τ
−→ U ⊆ U←− ∩R−→, we attribute O(|R

τ
−→ U |) at Lines 1.23–1.26 to U or R, whichever is smaller.

Summing over all states gives rise to a cumulative time complexity of O(m logn).
Finally, some work is attributed to new bottom states. Every non-bottom state can become

a bottom state at most once during the whole execution. When this happens, we attribute
time proportional to its outgoing transitions to it. This is indicated with several time budgets
O(|Bottom(N)−→|) at Lines 1.15–1.28. At Line 1.27 we need to include not only the current new
bottom states but also the future ones because there may be block-bunch-slices that only have
transitions from non-bottom states. When N is split under such a block-bunch-slice, at least one
of these non-bottom states will become a bottom state but we cannot yet say which one(s) right
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now. Also, for block-bunch-slices of the form TN−→ at Line 1.28, we budget O
(∣

∣Marked(T ′B−→)
∣

∣

)

at Lines 1.15–1.22 corresponding to the new bottom states in N . Summing over all states gives
runtime O(m) attributed to new bottom states.

Adding up these three time budgets shows that the grand total of all work is O(m logn).

4 Splitting blocks

The function split(B, T ) refines the block B into two subblocks, R and U , where R contains those
states in B that can inertly reach a transition in T , and U contains the states that cannot, as
formally specified in Equation (1).

These two sets are computed by two coroutines that are executed in such a way that the work
between the two is balanced by alternating between the coroutines, and all work done in both
coroutines can be attributed to the smaller of the two blocks R and U . Algorithm 2 presents those
coroutines.

As a precondition, guaranteed by Invariant 3.11, the function requires that the marking of
transitions in TB−→ is such that bottom states of B that have an outgoing transition in TB−→ also
have a marked outgoing transition in TB−→. Formally,

Bottom(B) Marked(T
B−→)

−−−−−−−−−→
= Bottom(B) T

B−→
−−−−→

.

The initial sets are computed as follows. Initially, all states in B Marked(T )
−−−−−−−→, i.e., all states that are

the source of a marked transition in T , are put in R. All bottom states that are not in R initially
are put in U . Observe that these initial sets can be computed in O(|Marked(T )|) time by grouping
bottom states with marked transitions.

The sets are extended as follows in the coroutines. For the states in R, first the states in
B T\Marked(T )
−−−−−−−−−→ are added that were not yet in R, i.e., all states that are the source of an unmarked

transition in T , are added to R. Using backward reachability along inert transitions, R is extended
until either R is stable (no states can be added), or R contains more than half the states in B.

To identify the states in U , observe that a state t is in U if either it is a bottom state that does
not have a transition in T , or all successors of t are forced to inertly reach such a bottom state.
To compute U , we keep track of a counter untested[t] for every state t, that records the number
of outgoing inert transitions to states that are not yet known to be in U . If untested[t] = 0, this
means all inert successors of t are guaranteed to be in U , so, provided t does not have a transition
in TB−→, t is also added to U . To take care of the possibility that all inert transitions of t have
been visited before all states that are the source of a transition in TB−→ are added to R, we need to
check all non-inert transitions of t to determine whether they are not in TB−→ at Lines 2.14ℓ–2.18ℓ,
i.e., in the left column of Algorithm 2. Note that checking all successors of such a state is balanced
with marking the states in R. In the next section, we explain how to initialize the array untested
in constant time.

The coroutine that finishes first, provided that its number of states does not exceed 1
2 |B|, has

completely computed the smaller subblock resulting from the refinement, and the other coroutine
can be aborted. As soon as the number of states of a coroutine is known to exceed 1

2 |B|, it is
aborted, and the other coroutine can continue to identify the smaller subblock.

In detail, the runtime complexity of 〈R,U〉 := split(B, T ) is:

• O(|R−→|+ |R←−|), if |R| ≤ |U |, and

• O(|Marked(T )|+ |U−→|+ |U←−|+ |(Bottom(R) \ Bottom(B))−→|), if |U | ≤ |R|.

This complexity can be inferred as follows. First, note that we execute the coroutines in
lockstep. That means that running them will incur an overhead that is at most proportional to
the faster of the two. As soon as one subblock becomes too large, its coroutine is aborted to reduce
the overhead. Therefore, it is enough to show that the runtime bound for the smaller subblock is
satisfied. Note that if both subblocks have the same size, |R| = |U | = 1

2 |B|, the faster of the two
finishes first, so both runtime bounds apply.
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Algorithm 2 Refinement of a block under a splitter

2.1: function split(block B,block-bunch-slice T )
2.2: R := B Marked(T )

−−−−−−−→

2.3: U := Bottom(B) \ R
2.4: begin coroutines

2.5: Set untested [t] to undefined for all t∈B R := R ∪B T\Marked(T )
−−−−−−−−−−→

O(|Marked(T )|)

2.6: for s ∈ U while |U | ≤ 1

2
|B| do for all s∈R while |R| ≤ 1

2
|B|do

O(1) or O(|R−→|)

2.7: for all inert transitions t
τ
−→ s do for all inert transitions t

τ
−→ s do

O(|U←−|) or
O(|R←−|)

2.8: if t ∈ R then Skip state t

2.9: if untested [t] is undefined then

2.10: untested [t] := |{t
τ
−→u |u∈B}|

2.11: end if

2.12: untested [t] := untested [t]− 1
2.13: if untested [t]> 0 then Skip state t
2.14: if B T

−→ 6⊆ R then

O(|U−→|+
|(Bottom(R) \
Bottom(B))−→|)

2.15: for all non-inert t
α
−→ u do

2.16: if t
α
−→ u ∈ T then Skip t

2.17: end for

2.18: end if

2.19: Add t to U Add t to R
O(|U←−|) or
O(|R←−|)

2.20: end for end for
2.21: end for end for

2.22: if |U | > 1

2
|B| then if |R| > 1

2
|B| then

O(1)

2.23: Abort this coroutine Abort this coroutine
2.24: end if end if
2.25: Abort the other coroutine Abort the other coroutine
2.26: return (B \ U,U) return (R,B \ R)
2.27: end coroutines

Consider the case |R| ≤ |U |. Observe |Marked(T )| ≤ |R−→|, and all work is attributed to the
coroutine at the right of Algorithm 2, so we get O(|R−→|+ |R←−|) directly from the R-coroutine.

Now consider the case |U | ≤ |R|. Then we use time in O(|Marked(T )|) for Lines 2.2–2.3,
and we use time in O(|U←−|) for everything else except Lines 2.14ℓ–2.18ℓ. For these latter lines,
we distinguish two cases. If it turns out that t has no transition t

α
−→ u ∈ T , it is a U -state,

so we can attribute the time to O(|U−→|). Otherwise, i.e., if there is some t
α
−→ u ∈ T , it is an

R-state. How to account for such an R-state in the coroutine that is supposed to find U? The
solution is that t is a new bottom state. It had some inert transitions in B, but they all are
now in R

τ
−→ U . So we attribute the time to the outgoing transitions of new bottom states:

O(|(Bottom(R) \ Bottom(B))−→|). Note that eventually we reach the situation that all states in
B T
−→ are in R by Line 2.5r, and this expensive check is skipped.
It can also happen that U is empty. In that case time in O(|Marked(T )|) is spent in split.

The initialisation takes O(|Marked (T )|) time, and since U is empty after initialisation, the left
coroutine terminates immediately, and the red coroutine is aborted. The latter takes O(1) time.

5 Implementation details

This section shows how the operations of the abstract algorithm can be implemented in a way
that fits all time bounds.

5.1 Implementation of data types

States are stored as a refinable partition data structure [20], grouped per block, i.e., in an array
such that states in the same block are adjacent to each other. Then, a block of states can be
described as a slice in this array. An example of this is shown in Figure 3. Within each such slice,
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we separate bottom from non-bottom states and states known to be destined for R from other
states. Note that initially, R contains exactly the states with marked outgoing transitions. This
is illustrated in the first two lines of Figure 4. This makes it possible to visit all states in a block
B in time O(|B|), to find its bottom states that are not in R in constant time (cf. Line 2.3 of
Algorithm 2) and visit these bottom states in time O(|Bottom(B) \R|).

B1

B2

B3

B4

B0

T ′

T ′′ T

Tτ

s0s1

s2

s3

s4s5

s6

s7 s8

d

cba

d

a

a

d

b

b

(a) An example LTS and parti-
tion. Unlabelled transitions are
assumed to be τ -transitions.

s6 s7 s8 s0 s5 s3 s1 s4 s2

bot. bot.bot.bot. bot.

B4 B0B3B1 B2

(b) Refinable partition data structure.

Figure 3: Snapshot of an LTS with its partitions, and the corresponding refinable partition data
structure.

Example 5.1. Figure 3a shows an LTS and its current partition. The corresponding refinable
partition data structure is shown in Figure 3b. The history of the splitting is as follows. We
start with a block consisting of all states. From this, the states that cannot inertly reach a visible
transition are split off as B1. Subsequently, B2, B3 and B4 are split off from the remaining states,
resulting in the partition shown in the figure. Note that in Figure 3b it is also illustrated that
in blocks B0 and B4 the non-bottom states are grouped together, and appear after the bottom
states.

When a block is split, we need to update the data structure. This can be done in time
proportional to the smaller subblock at Lines 1.17 and 1.25. Figure 4 illustrates how U and R
are located in the slice of B. In the third line in the figure, each state with untested[t] 6= 0 is
stored in a specific slice of non-bottom states. To initialise untested[t] to “undefined” at Line 2.5ℓ
of Algorithm 2, it suffices to set this slice to the empty slice. After split has finished, the bottom
states of R and the non-bottom states of U exchange places; note that this can be done in time
proportional to the smaller of the two subblocks. In the example, a part of the non-bottom states
of U can even stay where they are. At the end, new bottom states are searched and added to the
bottom states of R.

Transitions are stored in four linked refinable partitions [20]. While not all four are essential for
the concepts of the algorithm, we need them to ensure the time complexity bounds. In Figure 5
we illustrate each of the refinable partitions for the transitions corresponding to the example in
Figure 3.

• Transitions are stored in an array grouped per bunch, i.e., transitions in the same bunch are
adjacent to each other, see Figure 5a. Then, each bunch can be described as a slice in the
array.
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bottom non-bottom

bottom R non-bottom R

U bottom R bottom U untested > 0 untested = ? R

U bottom R bottom U non-bottom R non-bottom

U bottom U non-bottom R bottom R non-bottom

bottom non-bottom bottom new b. non-bottom

B before refinement

new block B after refinement

2.2

2.3–2.21

2.26

1.17/1.25

Figure 4: Internal structure of a block during and shortly after split. In this example, the U -
subblock is smaller, so it will become the new block.

Within a bunch, transitions are grouped further per action-block-slice. As a consequence,
when a small action-block-slice needs to be split off a bunch, one can easily select either the
first or the last action-block-slice in the bunch and split it off in constant time.

When a block is split, we need to split its action-block-slices, which can be done in time
proportional to the incoming transitions of the smaller subblock at Lines 1.17 and 1.25. This
operation fits into the time budget.

• Transitions are stored in an array grouped per block-bunch-slice, see Figure 5b. Within each
slice, the marked transitions are separated from the unmarked ones when the block-bunch-
slice is a splitter.

When a bunch is split, we need to split its block-bunch-slices, which can be done in time
proportional to the smaller new bunch at Line 1.8. When a block is split, we need to split
its block-bunch-slices, which can be done in time proportional to the outgoing transitions
of the smaller subblock at Lines 1.17 and 1.25. Both operations fit into the allowed time
budget.

We need this partition to mark transitions quickly, namely in constant time per transition,
to visit all marked transitions at Line 2.2, and to visit all other transitions at Line 2.5r.

• Transitions are stored grouped per source state, see Figure 5c. Within each slice, transitions
are further grouped into non-inert and inert transitions, and the non-inert transitions are
grouped per bunch.

When a bunch is split, we need to regroup the transitions in that bunch as well. This is
done in time proportional to the smaller new bunch at Line 1.8.

We need this partition to visit all outgoing transitions of a state at Line 2.14ℓ. We also use
this partition to decide whether a state with a transition in T a

−→B′ also has a transition in
TB−→ \ T a

−→B′ : While regrouping the transitions in TB−→ leaving from the same source state,
we can recognize whether all transitions move to T a

−→B′ or some remain in TB−→ \ T a
−→B′ .

• Transitions are stored grouped per target state, see Figure 5d. Within each slice, transitions
are further grouped into non-inert and inert transitions. This partition hardly ever changes.
We need this partition to visit all incoming (inert) transitions of a state at Line 2.7.
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When a transition becomes non-inert, we have to change all four partitions: Create a new bunch,
create a new block-bunch-slice, and move the transition from the inert to the non-inert ones in
the last two partitions. We do this by running over all outgoing (formerly) inert transitions of R
or all incoming (formerly) inert transitions of U , depending on which subblock is smaller. This
requires either time O(|R−→|) or O(|U←−|), respectively, which fits into the time budget at Lines 1.17
and 1.25.

In our implementation, the four transition partitions are linked together via pointers. When
source and target state and (pointers to) the relevant slices mentioned above are only stored once,
we need nine pointers or size t integers per transition.
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(a) The forest of transitions per bunch, grouped by action-block-slice, with the bunches.
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(b) The forest of transitions per block-bunch-slice.
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(c) The forest of transitions per source state, grouped into non-inert and inert transitions, and non-inert
transitions grouped per bunch.
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in(s1) in(s2) in(s3) in(s5) in(s6) in(s7) in(s8)

(d) The forest of transitions per goal state, grouped into non-inert and inert transitions.

Figure 5: Four refinable partition instances for the transitions of the example in Figure 3.

Block-bunch-slices are also stored in lists. We store, per block, a list of its stable block-bunch-
slices, and additionally one global list containing all unstable block-bunch-slices, called the splitter
list.

When a block is split, its list of stable block-bunch-slices needs to be distributed over the
two blocks. This does not require additional time complexity over splitting the block-bunch-slices
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themselves. New stable block-bunch-slices are inserted into the list of the new block. New unstable
block-bunch-slices are inserted into the splitter list.

We obviously need the unstable block-bunch-slices at Line 1.14, and we need the stable block-
bunch-slices of block N at Line 1.27. We store a stability flag with each block-bunch-slice to
decide whether a split-off new block-bunch-slice should go into the stable or the unstable list.
When executing Line 1.27, we now need to clear the stability flag of every stable block-bunch-slice
of N . As every block-bunch-slice of N either already contains a transition from a new bottom
state, or will contain a transition from a new bottom state after it has been used as a splitter, we
assign the runtime needed to clear this flag to the present and future new bottom states of N .

Care needs to be taken that TU−→ \ TU
a
−→B′ can be found at Line 1.19. We ensure this as

follows. At Line 1.10, the primary splitter TB
a
−→B′ and the secondary splitter TB−→ \ TB

a
−→B′ are

added to the splitter list in this order. After TB
a
−→B′ has been removed from the list (Line 1.16),

TB−→\TB
a
−→B′ is the first element of the remaining list. At Line 1.17, this is split into TR−→\TR

a
−→B′

and TU−→ \ TU
a
−→B′ , in an order that depends on which subblock is the smaller. So either the first

or the second element of the splitter list is the required slice at Line 1.19.

5.2 Several small optimisations

We mention a few additional optimisations that our implementation uses, which are not essential
for the complexity, but speed up the implementation.

In cases when we mark all transitions in a block-bunch-slice (Lines 1.11 and 1.22), we instead
add their source states to R immediately.

In Line 1.27, we actually know that N is stable under R
τ
−→ U because that was the splitter

applied last, so we do not make R
τ
−→ U unstable. Also, if Bottom(N) \ Bottom(R) = ∅, N is

stable under T ′N−→ ⊆ T ′B−→ (because R was stable under T ′B−→, and stability is preserved if no more
new bottom states are found at Line 1.23), so we do not make T ′N−→ unstable.

6 Benchmarks

The new algorithm (JGKW19) has been implemented in the mCRL2 toolset [5], and is available in
its 201908.0 release. This toolset also contains implementations of various other algorithms, such
as the algorithm by Groote and Vaandrager (GV) [10] and the GJKW algorithm of [9], which we
refer to as GJKW17. In addition, it offers an implementation of the partition-refinement algorithm
using state signatures by Blom and Orzan (BO) [3]. For each state, a signature is maintained
describing which blocks the state can reach directly via its outgoing transitions. Although its time
complexity is O(mn2), in some cases, it is known to outperform GV.

In this section, we report on the experiments we have conducted to compare GV, BO, GJKW17
and JGKW19 when applied to practical examples. All experiments involve the branching bisimu-
lation minimisation of a given LTS, which GJKW17 first transforms into a Kripke structure. Note
that for an LTS of n states and m transitions, this transformation results in a Kripke structure
consisting of n+m states and 2m transitions in the worst case.

The set of benchmarks consists of all LTSs offered by the VLTS benchmark set2 with at
least 60,000 transitions, plus three cases that have been derived from models distributed with the
mCRL2 toolset. These models are:

1. lift6-final: this model is based on an elevator model, extended to six elevators;

2. dining 14: this is the dining philosophers model with 14 philosophers;

3. 1394-fin3: this model is an altered version of the 1394-fin model, extended to three processes
and two data elements.

2http://cadp.inria.fr/resources/vlts.
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Table 1: Structural characteristics of the benchmark LTSs.

model n m mτ |Act| min. n min. m

vasy 40 60 40,006 60,007 20,003 4 20,003 40,004
vasy 18 73 18,746 73,043 39,217 18 2,326 9,751
vasy 157 297 157,604 297,000 31,798 236 3,038 12,095
vasy 52 318 52,268 318,126 130,752 18 66 333
vasy 83 325 83,436 325,584 45,696 212 42,195 197,200
vasy 116 368 116,456 368,569 263,296 22 22,398 87,674
vasy 720 390 720,247 390,999 1 50 3,278 116,537
vasy 69 520 69,754 520,633 1 136 69,753 520,632
cwi 371 641 371,804 641,565 445,600 62 2,134 5,634
vasy 166 651 166,464 651,168 91,392 212 42,195 197,200
cwi 214 684 214,202 684,419 550,611 6 478 1,612
cwi 142 925 142,472 925,429 862,298 8 23 49
vasy 386 1171 386,496 1,171,872 122,976 74 71 108
vasy 66 1302 66,929 1,302,664 117,866 82 51,128 1,018,692
vasy 164 1619 164,865 1,619,204 109,910 38 992 3,456
vasy 65 2621 65,537 2,621,480 0 72 65,536 2,621,440
cwi 566 3984 566,640 3,984,157 3,666,614 12 198 791
vasy 1112 5290 1,112,490 5,290,860 0 23 265 1,300
cwi 2165 8723 2,165,446 8,723,465 3,830,225 27 4,256 20,880
vasy 6120 11031 6,120,718 11,031,292 3,152,976 126 2,505 5,358
vasy 2581 11442 2,581,374 11,442,382 2,508,518 224 704,737 3,972,600
vasy 574 13561 574,057 13,561,040 0 141 3,577 16,168
vasy 4220 13944 4,220,790 13,944,372 2,546,649 224 1,186,266 6,863,329
vasy 4338 15666 4,338,672 15,666,588 3,127,116 224 704,737 3,972,600
cwi 2416 17605 2,416,632 17,605,592 17,490,904 16 730 2,899
vasy 6020 19353 6,020,550 19,353,474 17,526,144 512 256 510
vasy 11026 24660 11,026,932 24,660,513 2,748,559 120 775,618 2,454,834
lift6-final 6,047,527 26,539,368 12,668,580 31 1,699 9,870
vasy 12323 27667 12,323,703 27,667,803 3,153,502 120 876,944 2,780,022
vasy 8082 42933 8,082,905 42,933,110 2,535,944 212 290 680
cwi 7838 59101 7,838,608 59,101,007 22,842,122 21 62,031 470,230
dining 14 18,378,370 164,329,284 142,722,790 15 228,486 2,067,856
cwi 33949 165318 33,949,609 165,318,222 74,133,306 32 12,463 71,466
1394-fin3 126,713,623 276,426,688 172,900,987 104 160,258 538,936

Table 1 presents the structural characteristics for each benchmark: the number of states (n),
the number of transitions (m), the number of τ -transitions (mτ ), the number of actions (|Act |),
and the number of states and transitions after branching bisimulation reduction (min. n and min.
m, respectively).

All experiments have been conducted on individual nodes of the DAS-5 cluster [1]. Each of
these nodes was running CentOS Linux 7.4, had an Intel Xeon E5-2698-v3 2.3GHz CPU, and
was equipped with 256 GB RAM. The experiments were performed using development version
201808.0.c59cfd413f of mCRL2.3

Table 2 presents the obtained results. On each benchmark, we have applied each of the four
algorithms ten times, and report the mean runtime (in seconds or minutes) and memory use
(in MB or GB) of those ten runs. In the table, only the significant digits are listed, which are
identified by first estimating the standard deviation, given the ten results. Given results x0, . . . , x9,

the standard deviation std is estimated to be std =
(Σ0≤i≤9x

2
i
)−(Σ0≤i≤9xi)

2/10

8.5 [4]. For all presented
data the estimated standard deviation is less than 20% of the mean. Cases in which this is not
true are indicated by ‘-’ in Table 2.

Concerning the significant digits, a decimal dot indicates that the unit digit is significant. If
this dot is missing, there is one insignificant zero. The estimated standard deviation is used to
identify the significant digits. For example, ‘3.6 s’ has a standard deviation in [0.01, 0.1) s, ‘540.
MB’ has a standard deviation in [0.1, 1) MB, and ‘100 s’ has a standard deviation in [1, 10) s.

The H-symbol after a table entry indicates that the measurement is significantly better than
the corresponding measurements for the other three algorithms, and the N-symbol indicates that
the measurement is significantly worse. Here, the results are considered significant if, given a
hundred tables such as Table 2, one table of running time (resp. memory) is expected to contain
spuriously significant results.

3https://github.com/mCRL2org/mCRL2/commit/c59cfd413f
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Table 2: Running time and memory use results for GV, BO, GJKW17 and JGKW19. Hand N: significantly better (resp. worse) than all three other
algorithms.

model
time space

GV BO GJKW17 JGKW19 GV BO GJKW17 JGKW19

vasy 40 60 24. s 138. s N .1 s .05 s H 65.5 MB 60.6 MB 70 MB 60 MB
vasy 18 73 .21 s .37 s N .11 s .07 s H 55.6 MB 56.7 MB 50 MB 50 MB
vasy 157 297 1.7 s 2. s .4 s .2 s H 97.3 MB 94.3 MB 127.2 MB N 90 MB
vasy 52 318 .31 s .9 s N .2 s .2 s 73.4 MB 90.4 MB 90.6 MB N 73.4 MB
vasy 83 325 2.6 s N 1.0 s .9 s .3 s H 116.2 MB .11 GB 230.5 MB N .10 GB
vasy 116 368 .9 s 5. s N .6 s .4 s H 92.8 MB 110.6 MB .13 GB N 90 MB
vasy 720 390 .4 s .9 s .6 s .4 s 105.2 MB 103.2 MB .19 GB N 95.9 MB H

vasy 69 520 1.5 s 4. s N 2.4 s .8 s H .15 GB .15 GB 358.1 MB N 162.0 MB
cwi 371 641 7.4 s N 5.9 s 1. s .7 s .17 GB 229.0 MB N 185.4 MB .14 GB H

vasy 166 651 4.9 s N 1.9 s 2. s .7 s H 157.5 MB 141.8 MB 342.9 MB N 139.5 MB H

cwi 214 684 1.4 s 9. s N .5 s .5 s 140.7 MB 162.1 MB N 152.0 MB .13 GB
cwi 142 925 1.4 s N .8 s 1.0 s .9 s 152.5 MB 117.9 MB H 156.6 MB N 152.5 MB
vasy 386 1171 1.4 s 2. s N 1.3 s .9 s H 229.2 MB 210.1 MB H 273.4 MB N 228.7 MB
vasy 66 1302 3. s 4.7 s 5. s 2.2 s H .23 GB H 283.1 MB 618.1 MB N 268.0 MB
vasy 164 1619 2.0 s 5. s N 3. s - .25 GB 235.4 MB 262.4 MB 245.0 MB
vasy 65 2621 90 s N 11. s 20 s 4.7 s H .5 GB 534.7 MB 1.8 GB N .5 GB
cwi 566 3984 8. s 7. s 8. s 6. s .5 GB 351.5 MB H 514.0 MB N .5 GB
vasy 1112 5290 10. s 17. s N 10 s 10 s .8 GB 720.9 MB 931.5 MB .7 GB
cwi 2165 8723 .4 min 3. min N - .3 min 1.3 GB 1.8726 GB 2.1321 GB N 1.2 GB
vasy 6120 11031 2. min N 1.7 min - .4 min 1.8 GB 1.7379 GB 3.6596 GB N 1.5960 GB H

vasy 2581 11442 10 min N 3. min - - 1.5999 GB 1.7434 GB 4.1299 GB N 1.4 GB H

vasy 574 13561 50 s 56. s - - 1.8835 GB N 1.5217 GB 1.5 GB 1.5 GB
vasy 4220 13944 30 min N 5. min - .6 min 2.0965 GB 2.3188 GB 5.8661 GB N 2.0 GB H

vasy 4338 15666 34. min N 3. min 2. min .8 min H 2.4043 GB 2.3559 GB 5.9888 GB N 1.8535 GB H

cwi 2416 17605 30 s 19. s 20 s 20 s 1.6 GB 1.5157 GB H 1.6638 GB 1.6748 GB N

vasy 6020 19353 25. s 40 s N 6. s 5. s 870. MB 2.3442 GB N 870. MB 870. MB
vasy 11026 24660 50 min N 20 min 3. min 1. min H 3.6475 GB 4.0513 GB 9.6425 GB N 3.4412 GB H

lift6-final 1.0 min 3. min N - .9 min 3.3846 GB 8.1984 GB N 6.2971 GB 3.2125 GB H

vasy 12323 27667 40 min N 10 min - 1. min 4.0091 GB 4.5371 GB 10.6743 GB N 3.7298 GB H

vasy 8082 42933 2. min 5. min N - 2. min 6.1231 GB 5.4358 GB H 6.6896 GB N 5.4600 GB
cwi 7838 59101 5. min 100 min N 6. min 3. min 6.5283 GB H 8.3266 GB 13.7899 GB N 6.7646 GB
dining 14 17. min 20 min 20 min 10 min 20.4826 GB H 21.7156 GB 23.7810 GB N 20.9756 GB
cwi 33949 165318 11. min 80 min N 20 min 8. min 22.7204 GB 33.0351 GB 37.8606 GB N 21.0611 GB H

1394-fin3 25. h N 3. h .5 h .3 h H 37.4893 GB 71.8698 GB N 53.2166 GB 31.5132 GB H

Total 28. h N 8. h 1.4 h .8 h H 121.8 GB 176.33 GB 194.2 GB N 112.0 GB H

2
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Concerning the runtimes, clearly, GV and BO perform significantly worse than the other
two algorithms, and JGKW19 in many cases performs significantly better than the others. In
particular, it should be noted that, although GJKW17 has the same time complexity, JGKW19
often still outperforms GJKW17. Concerning memory use, in the majority of cases GJKW17 uses
more memory than the others, while sometimes BO is the most memory-hungry. JGKW19 is
much more competitive, in many cases even outperforming every other algorithm.

Overall, the results demonstrate that when applied to practical cases, JGKW19 is generally
the most efficient algorithm time-wise, and when other algorithms have similar runtimes, it is
almost always the most efficient memory-wise. This combination makes JGKW19, the algorithm
presented in this paper, currently the best option for branching bisimulation minimisation of LTSs.
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A Branching bisimilarity via translation to Kripke struc-
tures is O(m logn)

In the original paper [9], it is stated that the complexity of determining branching bisimilarity is
O(m(log |Act |+ logn)) when using the following translation from LTS to Kripke structure, and
subsequently computing divergence-blind stuttering bisimilarity.

Definition A.1 (LTS Embedding [6]). Let A = (S,Act ,−→) be an LTS. We construct the embed-
ding of A to be the Kripke structure KA = (SA,AP ,→, L) as follows:

1. SA = S ∪ {〈a, t〉 | ∃s ∈ S.s
a
−→ t}

2. AP = Act ∪ {⊥}

3. → is the least relation satisfying (for s, t ∈ S, a ∈ Act \ {τ})

s
a
−→ t

s −→ 〈a, t〉

s
a
−→ t

〈a, t〉 → t

s
τ
−→ t

s → t

4. L(s) = {⊥} for s ∈ S and L(〈a, t〉) = {a}.

The observations made were as follows: an LTS with n states and m transitions, in the
worst case, has an embedding of n + m states and 2m transitions, so the algorithm requires
O(m log(n+m)), or, since m ≤ |Act |n2, O

(

m log(n+ |Act |n2)
)

= O(m(log |Act |+ logn)) time.
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However, if we consider the analysis of the complexity of the algorithm for divergence-blind
stuttering bisimilarity a bit more closely, we can observe that the actual complexity is O(m log b),
where b is the number of states in the largest block in the initial partition.

For the Kripke structure that is the result of translating the LTS, let Sa = {s ∈ SA | L(s) =
{a}} and observe that |Sa| ≤ |S| for all a ∈ Act . The initial partition in the divergence-blind
stuttering bisimilarity algorithm is such that s and t are in the same block iff L(s) = L(t).
Therefore, the largest block in the initial partition of a translated Kripke structure has at most
|S| = n states. Hence, b = n. The complexity of deciding branching bisimilarity via reduction to
Kripke structure and using divergence-blind stuttering bisimilarity is thus O(m logn).
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